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Music Modernization Act or MMA

Unique
One of few bills to bring us even with technology – normally tech 

stays ahead of the law
And more amazing

Passed Unanimously
By both the House and the Senate!



The Present State of Affairs of the Music Industry
A Fashionista’s Guide to Music Licensing:

 Music Licensing is divided between two components: (i) Music Publishing: Rights to the Musical 
Composition (music/lyrics); and (ii) Music Recording: Rights to the Sound Recording.  Each can have 
potentially separate rightsholders;

 Synchronization Licenses: When a song is recorded in sequence with the visual images of a video or film 
to make an advertisement or promotion, one needs a synchronization license (referred to as a “synch 
license” for the music composition and a master license for the sound recording”;

 Mechanical Licenses: When a musical composition is recorded and the song is copied and distributed on 
CDs, records, tapes, ringtones and digital downloads, a mechanical license paying on the musical 
composition is required.  This is needed when copies of sound recordings are sold or given away (i.e., GWP
DVDs or allowing downloads of a recording from a website);

 Public Performance Licenses: This enables one to play a sound recording or live performance over radio, 
in a retail store, at a public venue, over a website streaming (i.e., with no interactivity from the listener in 
being able to choose, rewind, download, etc. like Pandora);

 Clearance and Licensing of Music Can Be Complicated and Time Consuming: There can be multiple 
rights holders, i.e., labels, songwriters, lyricists, and composers that can be difficult to identify and establish 
contact with, often each for a separate negotiation; and

 Pre-1972 Sound Recordings: Pre-copyright, different results depending upon the jurisdiction and court.



The Present State of Affairs of the Music Industry

Where’s the Beef?: When music moved to the digital 
world, services like Spotify (depending on the 
interactivity level of the subscription) looked closer to 
the distribution of a song requiring a mechanical 
license than just internet radio requiring a performance 
license. But rightsholders were not seeing payment.  
Some like Jay-Z and Beyoncé launched their own 
platform (Tidal);
 Too Many Mouths to Feed: Sometimes record labels 

were licensing whole catalogs where payment may not 
flow down to artists or songwriters. Additionally, it is 
often difficult to track where payment should go 
sometimes as these days pop music is now being 
created by multiple songwriters, lyricists, arrangers and 
artists who contribute different portions of the music 
and the lyrics.



MMA – Bipartisan works






Headed Home – Orrin Hatch and Phil Springer

Published on Aug 26, 2009

Here is a stirring tribute song to my good friend, Senator Ted 
Kennedy called 'Headed Home.' I wrote this song with the great Phil 
Springer. Take a moment to listen to the words. You don't have to 
agree with everyone's politics...none of us agree 100% of the time. 
But you have to admire a lifetime dedicated to public service and 
improving the lives of others -- and that is just one of the many things 
that made Ted great. I think this song captures a small part of Ted's 
legacy of service. Listen to it and see what you think.



Music Modernization Act

Combines three previously pending bills

 Title I – Music Licensing Modernization – Amended version of the 
Music Modernization Act

 Title II – Compensation Legacy Artists for Their Songs, Sevice, and 
Important Contributions to Society – the CLASSICS Act

 Title III – Allocation for Music Producers – the AMP Act



Music Licensing Modernization
 Primarily amends the Section 115 compulsory license for making phonorecords
 A compulsory license for the underlying music – not the sound recording
 Requires an authorized first phonorecord or digital phonorecord delivery (DPD)
 Can still obtain a compulsory per work license
 BUT… also creates a blanket mechanical license for digital music providers
 Blanket license available on January 1 following expiration of the second year 

period following enactment – In this case January 1, 2021



Music Licensing Modernization

 Low tech – Physical configurations still licensed on a per-work, 
individual song basis
Digital Music Providers – Blanket license for --

Permanent downloads
Limited downloads
Interactive streaming



Transition period

Notice of intent on the musical work owner
 If unknown – no longer serve on Copyright Office
 If unknown – must continue to search for musical work owner until the 

blanket license availability date (1/1/2021) then turn over accrued 
royalties to the musical licensing collective (MLC) created under the 
MMA along with reports of usage.
 Following license availability date, DMP may obtain a blanket license 

by submitting a notice of license to the MLC.



Penalties for noncompliance – not serving notice of intent

Before blanket license availability date - not serving notice of intent on 
music owner– forecloses DMP from securing a compulsory license 
during transition
After blanket license availability date – not serving notice of license 

on the MLC foreclosed DMP from securing a blanket compulsory 
license for three years
Blanket license provides safe harbor from copyright liability
 60 day notice and cure under blanket license  -- failure to timely cure 

may lead to default, termination and copyright liability



Rates still set by Copyright Royalty Judges

New rate setting standard
Willing buyer / Willing seller
Same standard used for similar compulsory license provisions for 

sound recordings in Section 114(d)(2) and Section 112.



Mechanical Licensing Collective

Meets certain criteria – most importantly a non-profit entity not owned 
by any other entity but one created by copyright owners to carry out 
the responsibilities set under the MMA
Designated by the Copyright Office with the approval of the Librarian 

of Congress
 Initial designation not later than 270 days after enactment –

Approximately June 11, 2019.
Periodic review of designation every five years 



Mechanical Licensing Collective

Board composition
 14 voting members and 3 nonvoting members
 10 voting members shall be representatives of music publishers
 4 voting member shall be professional songwriters
 1 nonvoting member for 1) representative of nonprofit trade 

association of music publishers; 2) representative of the digital 
licensing coordinator and 3) representative of nonprofit trade 
association advocating on behalf of songwriters in the U.S.
DMPs and significant nonblanket licenses pay an administrative 

assessment to support activities of the MLC



Mechanical Licensing Collective
Authorities and functions

Offer and administer blanket licenses
Collect and distribute royalties from DMPs.
 Identify musical works in sound recordings and locate musical work 

owners
Administer a process for copyright owners to claim musical work 

ownership
Collect administration fee from DMPs and significant nonblanket

licensees
 Includes a dispute resolution committee
Maintain musical work database



Musical Works Database

Matching musical works with their sound recordings and identifying 
musical work owners
Matched works – Includes title, owner, contact information, 

international standard musical work code, identifying information for 
sound recordings which include the musical work and other 
information as may be prescribe by regulation by the Register of 
Copyrights
Unmatched works – similar information but only to the extent known



Sound recording information

Musical work copyright owner with works listed in the musical works 
database shall engage in commercially reasonable efforts to deliver 
to the MLC information on the names of the sound recordings in 
which the musical works are embedded.



Also

Significant nonblanket licensees have reporting obligations to MLC
MLC collects and distributes royalties as reflected in usage reports 

and MLC records
Holds royalties accrued from unmatched works for three years then 

distributes to copyright owners identified in the MLC records
Audit rights – each copyright owner has right to audit only once in a 

year for any or all of the preceding three calendar years.
Adds 36 new definitions to the Copyright Act



Also – Consent decrees

ASCAP and BMI since 1940’s
Consent decree rate proceedings – Judges to be randomly selected.
Original consent decree oversight judges foreclosed from rate 

proceedings
Consent decree review by the Antitrust Division of the Department of 

Justice could affect the careful balance created by the MMA
Congress given oversight role in any process or decision of Justice to 

move for motion to terminate or “sunset” these consent decrees but 
only those governing performing rights societies.



CLASSICS Act

Creates digital performance rights royalties for sound 
recordings fixed before February 15, 1972 – the date sound 
recordings first received federal copyright protection.
Covers works fixed between January 1, 1923 and February 15, 1972.  
 Leaves existing litigated settlements in place
 Limited state law preemption
Does not apply to other uses of sound recordings
Significantly – Pre-1972 copyright owners must file with the Copyright 

Office a schedule of works subject to potential claims of statutory 
damages or attorneys’ fees – Copyright Office Interim Regulation 
issued October 16, 2018, Fed. Reg. Vol. 83, No. 200, page 52150



CLASSICS Act
 Section 1401 (a) Unauthorized Acts – Anyone who before February 15, 2067, and 

without the consent of the rights owner, performs publicly, by means of a digital 
audio transmission, a sound recording fixed on or after January 1, 1923 and 
before February 15, 1972, shall be subject to the remedies in sections 502 
through 505 to the same extent as an infringer of copyright.
 Period of protection – 95 years from first publication of recording
 But subject to certain additional transitional periods
 Recordings before 1923 – Protection ends December 31, 2021
 No protection for pre-February 15, 1972 recordings after February 15, 2067
 Certain noncommercial uses of sound recordings that are not being commercially 

exploited are permitted – Copyright Office Notice of Inquiry – October 16, 2018



Allocation for Music Producers – AMP Act

Shortest of the three titles
Codifies the Letters of Direction presently received and administered 

by Sound Exchange for distribution of digital performance royalties in 
sound recordings to copyright owners and artists who either self-
identify of are identifiable.  
Currently applies to works fixed on or after November 1, 1995, the 

enactment date for federal protection for digital performance rights in 
sound recordings.



AMP Act – Sound recordings fixed before November 1, 1995

Absent Letter of Direction these provisions apply
Deduct 2% of recording artist receipts for distribution to those eligible
Eligible people include – a producer, mixer or sound engineer of the 

sound recording
Such eligible persons must file written certification of eligibility with 

Sound Exchange
Must include: 1) falls within eligible category; 2) had written contract 

with record company or recording artist providing entitlement to 
royalty payments based on exploitation of the sound recording 
payable to the recording artist(s); and 3) made creative contributions 
to the sound recording



MMA Takeaways You Need To Know:
The MMA essentially corrects two critical issues:

 Simplifies Payment of Mechanical Royalties: The MMA simplifies how mechanical 
royalties get paid to music publishers/songwriters for music streaming. Clearinghouses 
(like ASCAP/BMI/SESAC for performance rights) created to centralize process will take 
payments, find correct parties and allocate payments (this takes it out of record labels 
hands which is more efficient and there is less risk of conflict over who gets paid what, 
etc.);
 Licensing of Mechanical Rights Is Simplified: For mechanical licensing, unless a 

brand is utilizing a clearinghouse or a service, the process of finding the right publisher 
and/or artist can be complicated and difficult. The MMA simplifies the process but also 
ensures that someone is likely to get paid;
 The Litigation of Pre-1972 Works is Over: The extensive litigation over whether rights 

to pre-1972 sound recordings were pre-empted by the Copyright Act and who owned 
what rights is clarified by the MMA; and
 Licensing of Pre-1972 Sound Recordings Simplified: Licensing of a sound recording 

by brands is clarified and much more simple.



Music Modernization Act

Useful links
 https://www.congress.gov/115/bills/hr1551/BILLS-115hr1551enr.pdf 

(enrolled bill)
 https://www.congress.gov/115/crpt/srpt339/CRPT-115srpt339.pdf    

(Senate Report) 
 https://www.copyright.gov/music-modernization/implementation.html
 (Copyright Office news)
 https://www.copyright.gov/music-modernization/ (Copyright Office 

summary)



Thank you
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